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bS Supporting Information

How students should progress toward understanding “big
ideas” in science (i.e., concepts that are the foundations of

the discipline and necessary for future learning) has long been of
interest to the science literacymovement.1,2More recently, research-
ers have placed an emphasis on characterizing how students actually
develop conceptual understanding of these ideas.3,4 Such character-
izations, termed learning progressions (LPs), were recently defined
by a consensus among researchers to be research-based informed
hypotheses of how actual understanding of a “big idea” develops
over a long period of time, multiple grades, or educational levels.5

The particulate nature of matter (PNM) is one of these “big
ideas”.3,4 Recently, several science education researchers have
worked on developing LPs that describe how learners should
advance in their understanding of specific constructs of the PNM,
such as the atomic�molecular theory4 and models of the structure,

behavior, and properties of matter.3,6 The research on LPs about the
PNM builds on several decades of science education research on
many different aspects of students’ understanding of matter.7�14

Talanquer15 compiled, analyzed, and organized results of a vast array
of this research into a hypothetical LP. His LP does not describe how
students’ understanding about matter should progress over a specific
period of time (e.g., one grade); rather, it describes the trajectories
students have been found to take in their paths toward understanding
the “big idea”, independent of grade level and curriculum experi-
enced. Specifically, his LP describes the development of students’
implicit assumptions about the structure of matter, its properties,
dynamics, and interactions that constrain their thinking. Certain

ABSTRACT: Development of learning progressions has been at the forefront of
science education for several years. While understanding students’ conceptual
development toward “big ideas” in science is extremely valuable for researchers,
science teachers can also benefit from assessment tools that diagnose their students’
trajectories along the learning progressions. In this paper, we describe the develop-
ment and validation of a teacher-friendly survey, the Structure and Motion of Matter
(SAMM) survey, designed to measure students’ trajectories along aspects of a
research-based learning progression on the particulate nature of matter. Specifically,
the survey assesses students’ implicit assumptions about four concepts: the structure
of solute and solvent substances in a gas solution, the origin of motion of gaseous
solute particles, and their trajectories. The process to ensure the translation validity
(face and content validity) of the survey is described. Criterion validity study results
indicate that the SAMM survey is well grounded in theory, and the test�retest study
results indicate that the survey is also reliable. Finally, the development of an Excel-based scoring scheme associated with the SAMM
survey is also described. Inter-rater reliability studies indicate that the scoring scheme can be used reliably.

KEYWORDS: Elementary/Middle School Science, First-Year Undergraduate/General, High School/Introductory Chemistry,
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aspects of this LP, in particular the structure of matter and dynamics,
are the topics targeted in the survey presented here. Specifically, our
survey is designed to measure the progress in implicit assumptions
about the Structure and Motion of Matter (SAMM) that constrain
students’ reasoning about phenomena emerging from particles’
interactions. The LP presented in Talanquer’s article15 was the
starting point for the development of the SAMM survey and its
associated scoring scheme.

Having access to well-researched and clearly defined LPs of core
science concepts is invaluable knowledge for science teachers. It
can assist them in planning activities that address critical under-
standings toward achieving conceptual understanding of the “big
idea” that anchors an LP at the upper end and in interpreting
formative assessments of students’ progress toward that anchor.
Thus, assessing where students stand and how theymake progress
along LPs is critically important. During the last several years, the
science education community has developed research-based LPs
for a wide variety of concepts in different science domains: see, for
example, the special issue of the Journal of Research in Science
Teaching.16 The development of LPs has gone hand-in-hand with
the development of assessment tools that help characterize where
students stand along LPs. However, few researchers have devel-
oped assessment tools that can be implemented easily by science
teachers in their own classrooms. Most assessment systems are
Web-based3,17 and rely on ordered multiple-choice items, which
can becomeproblematic in characterizing specific students’ level of
understanding when students answer inconsistently to different
items designed to measure the same concept.18�20 In contrast to
online assessment systems, the SAMM survey is a paper-based
instrument with open-ended questions that instructors can easily
and reliably score using a scoring scheme in the format of a
programmed Excel spreadsheet (see the online Supporting In-
formation). Open-ended items can overcome the weakness asso-
ciated with the multiple-choice assessment format by providing
rich qualitative information (e.g., explanations and drawings),
which can be used to make sense of inconsistencies.

In this paper, we describe the development and validation of the
SAMM survey, designed to assess students’ mental models of
diffusion and the implicit assumptions about the structure of solute
and solvent substances in a gas solution, the origin of motion of
gaseous solute particles, and their trajectories that constrained these
mental models. The survey was designed to be used as both a
formative and diagnostic assessment tool for science educators, as
well as a research instrument. From a teaching practice perspective,
our intent was to develop a survey that can be implemented easily by
instructors in secondary andpostsecondary classrooms, and can offer
detailed information on students’ assumptions about the structure
and motion of matter. From a research perspective, we developed
this tool becausewe are interested in exploring the ranges of students’
mental models of diffusion and the implicit assumptions about the
structure and motion of matter that constrain these mental models.
The goal of this paper is to describe the development of the survey
and its validation. Findings related to students’mental models about
diffusion and the implicit assumptions that constrain these mental
models will be presented in a later paper.

’PHASES OF THE STUDY

Pilot Studies
The development and validation of the SAMM survey and

associated scoring scheme involved several waves of pilot studies
and a full implementation of the final version of the survey.

The two pilot studies conducted with students from 8th grade to
the first-year level in college had four purposes, aiming to:
1. Control the length of the survey (no longer than 15 min)
2. Ensure that questions in the survey were understandable by a

wide variety of students with different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds and different preparation in science

3. Test and identify questions that provide rich information
about students’ understanding of diffusion and thinking
about matter

4. Test and refine the scoring scheme

Full Implementation and Interviews
Implementation of the final version of the survey allowed us to

conduct further validity studies on the final product. Interviews
were also conducted at the pilot and full implementation stages
with purposeful samples of students (N = 25). The goals of these
interviews were to ensure that:
1. Questions in the survey were understandable by a wide

variety of students with different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds and different preparation in science

2. Our analysis of students’ answers on the survey reflected
what students intended to say

3. The scoring scheme represented an accurate description of
all the different ways of thinking students demonstrated on
the survey

’PARTICIPANTS

All of the studies described above were conducted with
volunteer participants from a large urban school district and a
public research university. Both settings serve a highly diverse
student population, with high proportion of minorities (i.e.,
Hispanic, African American, and low socio-economic status
students) and immigrants from the Caribbean and Africa.
Description of the students who participated in the pilot studies
and the educational experts who were consulted are provided in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Once the survey was finalized
through the pilot studies and interviews, we collected a total of
647 surveys using the final version of the survey from a large pool
of students with different levels of schooling. Of these, 471
surveys were complete and valid for analysis (see Table 3).

’ INSTRUMENT DESIGN

Conceptual understanding is best assessed through generative
questions, which require students to spontaneously create men-
tal models based on existing understanding and use these models
to make sense of the situation rather than relying on recall and
memorization.21 Traditionally in science education, mental
models have been characterized through the analysis of expressed
models. Mental models are private and personal cognitive
representations, while expressed models are models derived

Table 1. Student Participants in the Pilot Studies

School Level or Course Pilot Study 1a Pilot Study 2a Total

Middle school 8th grade 65 86 151

High school Regular 14 (B) � 14

AP 16 (B) 35 (C, P) 51

University Freshman 62 (C) 137 (B, C, P) 199

Total 157 258 415
aB is biology; C, chemistry; P, physics.
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from the mental models placed in the public domain through the
use of different modes of representation. The survey design
followed this assessment strategy as Figure 1 illustrates.

Science education researchers have argued about the nature of
the relationship between expressed and mental models.22 In this
study, expressed models are the explanations students write
and draw to answer problems posed in the survey. We do
not consider them to be a complete, in-depth representation of
students’ conceptual understanding of the topic. Rather, we think
of them as the understanding at the front of students’minds and
as a representation of the assumptions that guide their thinking at
the time of assessment.

With the following constraints in mind, the instrument was
designed to:
• Be open-ended
• Be teacher-friendly (short, with concepts targeted relevant
to secondary and college science courses)

• Be understandable by students from 8th grade to college
with various cultural and linguistic backgrounds

• Be valid and reliable
• Provide clear evidence of students’ mental models of
diffusion

• Help identify students’ implicit assumptions about the
following four concepts: (i) the structure of a gaseous solute
(perfume); (ii) the structure of a gaseous solvent (air);
(iii) the origins of motion of solute particles (why do
molecules of perfume move?); and (iv) the trajectories of
solute particles (how do molecules of perfume move?)

• Stimulate an instantaneous mental model representing the
student’s conceptual understanding, rather than cause rote
recall of previously learned explanations that may not have
been fully understood

The final version of the SAMM survey is a 15-min, open-ended
instrument containing three multipart questions (see the online
Supporting Information). In the multipart questions, students
are asked to explain how perfume molecules traverse a room in

various situations through drawings and by answering follow-up
questions to explain different aspects of the drawings. This
particular situation of diffusion was chosen over many other
options considered (e.g., diffusion of a drop of dye into a liquid)
because it was not used as an example in any of the curriculum
materials in grades 6 through the undergraduate level in the
school and university system fromwhich participants were drawn
in this study. A detailed description of the relationships between
questions in the survey and the four concepts targeted is provided
in the online Supporting Information. A Flesch�Kincaid test of
readability indicates that the survey is at a 4th grade reading level.

’SCORING SCHEME DEVELOPMENT

The scoring scheme was also designed under specific con-
straints and intended to:
• Reflect a research-based learning progression
• Identify the implicit assumptions students hold about the
four concepts described above

• Represent the majority of students’ ways of thinking on the
SAMM survey

• Be informative by providing enough details for instructors to
be able to plan learning activities accordingly

• Be clear and easy to use by teachers
• Be reliable
The scoring scheme, which evaluates the implicit assumptions

about the four concepts described above that constrain students’

Table 2. Educational Expert Participants

Scoring Scheme Developmenta Content Validitya Total

Science teachers Upper-elementary school 3 � 3

Middle school 10 � 10

High school 16 (AP-C) � 49

33 (B, C, P)

Content experts Graduate students � 26 (C) 26

Faculty � 3 (B, C, P) 3

Total 62 29 91
aAP-C is AP chemistry; B, biology; C, chemistry; P, physics.

Table 3. Student Participants in the Full Implementation of
the SAMM Survey

School Level or Course Biology Chemistry Physics Total

Middle school 8th grade N/A N/A N/A 79

High school Regular 54 22 42 118

Honors 0 30 58 88

AP 21 26 23 70

University First year 24 61 31 116

Total 471

Figure 1. Process of capturing conceptual understanding through
generative questions.
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expressed models of diffusion, was initially developed based on a
previously published LP about the PNM.15 In developing this LP,
Talanquer reviewed a large body of science education research
on students’ understanding of the PNM with a focus on long-
itudinal and cross-sectional studies about students’ development
of understanding of matter, and studies in cognitive science and
developmental psychology about cognitive constraints. Through
the analysis of these studies, he identified implicit assumptions
that constrain students’ reasoning about matter. He summarized
these findings in an LP describing the progression of these
cognitive constraints along four dimensions related to the under-
standing of matter:15

1. The structure of matter: toward the idea that matter is
particulate

2. The properties of matter: toward the idea that properties of
a substance emerge from particles’ interactions

3. The dynamics of matter: toward the idea that particles’
motion is an intrinsic property of particles

4. The interactions of matter: toward the idea that particles
interact through intrinsic forces

In developing our scoring scheme, we refined the categories
describing cognitive constraints that Talanquer identified by
analyzing surveys collected during the two pilot studies (see
Table 1) and interviews with volunteer participants from the
pilot and full implementation studies. The analysis of these data
through grounded theory allowed us to identify and characterize
categories describing cognitive constraints that were not present
in Talanquer’s LP. For example, many students relied on a
mixture of two cognitive constraints from Talanquer’s LP of
the origin of motion (category 1 and 3 in Table 4). We thus
added this transition as a separate category (category 2). We
incorporated these new categories into the scoring scheme and
tested it with a new population of students with different
characteristics than the previous one (e.g, different grade level).
This iterative process was followed until all implicit assumptions
that different populations of students demonstrated were ac-
counted for. The scoring scheme that emerged from this analysis
is thus grounded in theory and heavily relies on empirical data.

A short description of the categories for two of the four
concepts targeted in the SAMM survey is provided in Tables 4
and 5 Amore detailed description of each category and indicators
in students’ answers to the SAMM survey that characterize them
is provided in the online Supporting Information for all four
concepts.

We originally developed a holistic version of the scoring
scheme, in which scorers were asked to look for consistency in
several different indicators throughout the survey (e.g., does the
student draw circles in question 1a and write the word mol-
ecules/particles in questions 1b, 1c, and 1e). However, the pilot
testing of this version with science teachers who had various
experiences in teaching science (see Table 2) indicated that
teachers, regardless of their teaching experience, prefer a scoring
scheme that evaluates students’ answers to individual questions
on the survey. We thus developed a programmed Excel spread-
sheet (see the online Supporting Information and the attach-
ments at ref 23 for a Google Docs version) based on the logic of
the holistic scoring scheme to address this issue and to minimize
variation due to scorers’ subjectivity. In the spreadsheet, stu-
dents’ answers are scored according to the presence or absence of
indicators that are associated with each category, which is
measured through a series of yes/no questions about each
question in the SAMM survey (e.g., did the student draw dots,
circles, or use letters to represent the perfume?). To minimize
misinterpretation of some of the yes/no questions, we included
examples of “yes” answers taken from surveys that were collected
during the full implementation of the survey. The spreadsheet is
programmed using a sequence of logical functions (e.g., IF, AND,
OR) to derive a category for each concept based on the answers
to these yes/no questions. The spreadsheet was tested to ensure
that it provided the same results as the holistic scheme.

’SCORING SCHEME RELIABILITY

Two of the authors (M.E.-S. and M.S.) scored independently
12% (N = 55) of the surveys collected from the full implementa-
tion of the survey (see Table 3). These surveys were selected
randomly and represented a variety of school levels and subject

Table 4. Implicit Assumptions’ Categories and Succinct Descriptions for the Origin of Motion of Solute Particles Concept

Category Implicit Assumptions

0 Not coherent: Student does not express any relevant information or the expression is so confusing as to be not interpretable

1 Motion of molecules is caused by external forces: Student assumes that external forces are the cause of particles’ movement

2 Molecules’ motion is conditioned by certain properties or features of the substance but external forces are the main agent of movement: Student recognizes

implicitly that molecules move but still mentions an external force as the cause of movement

3 Molecules’motion is conditioned by certain properties or features of the substance: Student expresses the idea thatmoleculesmove by themselves but does not

explicitly say that they are in constant motion

4 Molecules’ motion is conditioned by certain properties or features of the substance AND molecules are always in motion

5 Molecules are always in motion: Student explicitly recognizes that molecules’ motion is an intrinsic property of the molecules

Table 5. Implicit Assumptions’ Categories and Succinct Descriptions for the Structure of Gaseous Solvent (Air) Concept

Category Implicit Assumptions

0 Not coherent: Student does not express any relevant information or the expression is so confusing as to be not interpretable

1 Ignored/Absent: Student never mentions or draws air

2 Macroscopic: Student assumes that the air is continuous

3 Macro/Microscopic: Student assumes that air is continuous sometimes and particulate at other times

4 Microscopic: Student assumes that air is particulate
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matters. Following independent scoring session, scores were
shared. For each disagreement, each scorer rescored the survey
independently, double-checking for omissions. Weighted Co-
hen’sK coefficients were calculated before and after viewing each
other’s scores in order to determine the inter-rater reliability.24

On the basis of the accepted interpretation of K values,25 results
indicate a moderate to almost perfect agreement before scores
were shared and almost perfect agreement after re-evaluation of
inconsistencies (see Table 6). Most disagreements were due to
one of the raters missing a detail that the student wrote or drew
(e.g., faint dots in a drawing).

In an editorial published in this Journal,26 Bunce explained the
importance of testing the validity and reliability of a research
instrument. In the following sections, we describe the different
validity and reliability tests that were performed on the SAMM
survey.

’VALIDITY STUDIES FOR THE SAMM SURVEY

Translation Validity
Translation validity tests ensure that findings emerging from

data analysis adequately represent the theoretical construct on
which the instrument is based.27 For the present survey, students’
answers need to provide a comprehensive view of students’
mental model of diffusion and implicit assumptions about the
structure and motion of matter.

Face Validity
Face validity is concerned with the impression that the

instrument can collect the needed information. We piloted the
first version of the survey by asking a group of students
representative of our targeted population (see Table 1, Pilot
Study 1) to answer the survey to the best of their ability and to
write comments if the questions or instructions were unclear. We
also organized a focus group with participants who had a wide
variety of expertise in chemistry, from a chemistry postdoctoral
fellow to a person who had taken general chemistry 10 years ago.
The goal of this focus group was to ensure that the questions
were understandable regardless of the level of preparation in
science. From the analysis of these data, we determined the
effectiveness of the SAMM survey and improved it. Because of
space limitations, details on how the survey was improved as a
result of this pilot study, subsequent ones, and interviews are
provided in the online Supporting Information.

We piloted the second version of the survey with another set of
students representative of the targeted population (see Table 1,
Pilot Study 2). Students from the pilot study who volunteered
(N = 13) were presented with their own surveys and were asked

to explain their answers during interviews taking place a week
after survey completion. These interviews helped us ensure that
students with various cultural and linguistic backgrounds under-
stood the questions (wording and graphics) as we intended, and
that we were interpreting their answers as they intended.
Following analysis of these data, the SAMM survey was further
refined into a final version (see the online Supporting Informa-
tion for details).

Content Validity
An instrument with high content validity contains questions

representative of the theoretical construct the instrument is
meant to measure. Crucial to a high level of content validity is
a clear and detailed definition of the theoretical construct. We
designed the questions in the survey based on the Talanquer’s LP
about the structure of matter and its motion.15 In particular, the
questions are specifically designed to assess students’ implicit
assumptions about the following four concepts: structure of a
gaseous solute (perfume), structure of a gaseous solvent (air),
origin of motion of solute particles, and trajectories of solute
particles. Expert chemists’ assumptions about these concepts are
presented in the user manual for the scoring scheme (see the
online Supporting Information).

To ensure content validity, we collected surveys from and
interviewed a group of science faculty and chemistry graduate
students (see Table 2). Analysis of these data confirmed that the
survey represented our theoretical construct effectively. The
expert chemists also provided feedback on the correct use of
language. For example, the chemicals represented in question 3
of the survey are not perfumes, but the gases do have detectable
odors, so the language was changed to “scented gas” for accuracy.

Criterion Validity
A survey grounded in theory should provide conclusions that

are expected based on the theoretical framework.27 In our case,
we expected differences between groups of students who had
exposure to different curricula. In the school district where this
study took place, 8th graders spend one-third of the year learning
about molecules and their movement using the FOSS kit,
Chemical Interactions.28 We thus expected that 8th graders’
expressed models, which represent the understanding at the
front of students’ minds, would be based on this particulate
thinking. Because science curricula taught at the high school
and first-year university level focus more on quantitative descrip-
tions of matter, we expected that the particulate way of thinking
bout matter would not be at the front of these students’ minds.

Table 6. Comparative Results for Inter-Rater Reliability on
Four Concepts Targeted in the SAMM Survey

Weighted K Coefficient Values

(N = 55)

SAMM Concept Measured

Before Sharing

Scores

After Sharing

Scores

Structure of gaseous solute 0.78 1.00

Structure of gaseous solvent 0.86 0.97

Origin of motion of solute particles 0.51 0.81

Trajectories of solute particles 0.60 0.85

Figure 2. Distribution of students among the five categories of implicit
assumptions about the structure of air.
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We thus hypothesized that more middle school students than
high school and postsecondary science students would assume
that both perfume and air are particulate.

This hypothesis was tested with data collected during the full
implementation of the survey (see Table 3). Figure 2 illustrates the
distribution of students by schooling level among the five different
categories of implicit assumptions about the structure of air (see
Table 5). As expected, a significantly larger proportion of middle
school students assumed that air is microscopic compared to other
groups of students, χ2(16, 471) = 36.61, p = 0.002, V = 0.14.

’RELIABILITY STUDIES FOR THE SAMM SURVEY

Internal Consistency
Internal consistency has to do with ensuring that constructs

are evaluated by more than one item on a survey. This is
traditionally evaluated in multiple-choice surveys by calculating
the correlation between items that intend to measure the same
construct. As the SAMM survey relies on open-ended items,
correlation analyses could not be conducted. However, both the
survey and the scoring scheme were built in such a way that each
of the four concepts are scored based on students’ answers to five
or six different questions in the survey.

Test�Retest
Survey reliability is traditionally determined through test�ret-

est studies, which evaluate the reproducibility of results obtained
from the survey.29 The SAMM survey was administered twice,
two weeks apart, with several classes of a second-year level
psychology course offered at the public university (N = 48).
We specifically chose psychology students because they likely do
not learn new science related to the content of the survey during
the two-week period (concurrent enrollment in a science course
was probed in the survey). Thus, students should provide similar
answers both times. Figure 3 presents the result of the correlation
analysis along with the average score students obtained on each
concept on the two occasions. Owing to the nature of the survey
and its scoring, Goodman and Kruskal’s γ coefficients were
calculated instead of Spearman’s F. The γ coefficient is similar to
the Spearman’s F except that the calculation takes into considera-
tion possibilities for many ties that can arise with categories that
have few levels.30 Because our instrument and data set fitted these
criteria, the calculation of Goodman and Kruskal’s γ coefficients
was deemed more appropriate. The correlation coefficients pre-
sented in Figure 3 show statistically significant and moderately
strong to very strong correlation between the test and retest for all
four concepts. These results indicate strong similarities in students’

answers despite the two-week gap and thus they show that the
SAMM survey generates reproducible results.

All of the validity and reliability studies were focused on the
structure of the instrument. The validity of the survey in term of
its purpose (e.g., diagnostic tool vs formative assessment) is
being evaluated in ongoing studies.

’APPLICATIONS OF THE SAMM SURVEY

The SAMM survey was designed with both science teachers
and science education researchers in mind, and should therefore
be useful to both.

Science teachers should be able to use the SAMM survey as a
formative assessment to explore their students’ thinking and
develop classroom activities accordingly. It is our hope that
science teachers will find it useful to compare class results on this
survey from the beginning of a unit or term to the end, and that
this would provide feedback on the dimensions along which the
class progressed. At the undergraduate level, chemistry faculty
could use the survey as a diagnostic tool that would allow them to
evaluate incoming students’ assumptions of the structure and
motion of matter, concepts that are essential for learning
chemistry. Ideally, when preparing a lesson, instructors could
filter instruction through a lens of knowing where students stand
in their current thinking, to help ensure that the same lesson
could serve to advance student thinking from different starting
points.

Science education researchers should also be able to use the
SAMM survey in multiple contexts. For example, Vosniadou
found some differences between children in the U.S., Greece,
India, and Samoa, in the mental models they hold about the
concept of Earth.31 In an analogous fashion, we are currently
using the survey to compare whether and how students’ assump-
tions about the PNM differ in different contexts (Spanish-
language versions of the survey and scoring scheme are available
from the corresponding author). The instrument could also be
used in longitudinal studies to characterize the evolution of
students’ thinking over time. Finally, the SAMM survey could be
useful to test the effectiveness of a curriculum or a set of activities
designed to teach students about the structure and motion of
matter.

’ASSOCIATED CONTENT

bS Supporting Information
Relationships between survey questions and concepts tar-

geted; descriptions of the role of the pilot studies in the SAMM
survey design; the SAMM survey; user manual for the Excel scoring
scheme and the holistic scoring scheme; Excel scoring scheme. This
material is available via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Figure 3. Test�retest results for each of the four concepts targeted in
the SAMM survey (N = 48).
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